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Abstract 

To gain insight into how mammalian gene expression is controlled by rapidly 

evolving regulatory elements, we jointly analysed promoter and enhancer 

activity with downstream transcription levels in liver samples from twenty 

species. Genes associated with complex regulatory landscapes generally 5	

exhibit high expression levels that remain evolutionarily stable. While the 

number of regulatory elements is the key driver of transcriptional output and 

resilience, regulatory conservation matters: elements active across mammals 

most effectively stabilise gene expression. In contrast, recently-evolved 

enhancers typically contribute weakly, consistent with their high evolutionary 10	

plasticity. These effects are observed across the entire mammalian clade and 

robust to potential confounders, such as gene expression level. Overall, our 

results illuminate how the evolutionary stability of gene expression is 

profoundly entwined with both the number and conservation of surrounding 

promoters and enhancers. 15	

  

 

Highlights 
 
1) Gene expression levels and stability are linked to the number of elements 20	
in the regulatory landscape. 
 
2) Conserved regulatory elements associate with tightly controlled, highly 
expressed genes. 
 25	
3) Recently evolved enhancers weakly influence gene expression, but 
promoters are similarly active regardless of conservation. 
 
4) The interplay between complexity of the regulatory landscape and 
conservation of individual promoters and enhancers shapes gene expression 30	
in mammals. 
 

 
 
  35	
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INTRODUCTION 

 Mammalian gene expression is controlled by collections of non-coding 

promoter and enhancer regions1-3. Numerous studies have documented the 

rapid evolution of mammalian regulatory elements, especially enhancers4-9, 

and yet gene expression patterns are typically highly stable between 5	

species10-12. How stable gene expression is maintained by rapidly evolving 

collections of enhancers and promoters is a fundamental question in 

evolutionary genetics.  

Previous work connecting gene expression and regulatory evolution 

has typically focused on how regulatory innovations can direct lineage-specific 10	

phenotypes4,8,13 (reviewed in 14). Work across primates and mouse species 

has shown only limited correspondence between specific changes in gene 

expression and evolutionary changes in DNA methylation levels15, 

transcription factor binding16, or histone modifications17. Additionally, 

regulatory activities fall on a spectrum of conservation from fully conserved to 15	

lineage-specific. It is currently unknown how much insight depth of 

conservation provides into regulatory function partly because of a lack of 

datasets across divergent species18,19.  

Here, we evaluate the consequences of regulatory evolution on gene 

expression divergence by jointly analyzing promoters, enhancers, and 20	

transcription levels measured in the same liver samples from over twenty 

mammalian species. Our results illuminate how the evolutionary resilience of 

gene expression is profoundly entwined with both the number and 

conservation of surrounding promoters and enhancers.  

  25	
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RESULTS 

High conservation of gene expression levels across 25 mammals 

We generated RNA sequencing (RNA-seq) data to quantify gene 

expression levels in liver tissue from 25 mammalian species (1-5 individuals 5	

each; Figure 1A; Methods; Supplementary Table 1). Promoters and 

enhancers active in liver have been reported for 20 of these species from 

largely the same samples7. Using gene annotations and orthology 

relationships from Ensembl20, we quantified and compared the gene 

expression for the 17,475 genes that are 1-to-1 orthologs between some or all 10	

of our study species (Figure S1; Methods).  

Our results closely agree, qualitatively and quantitatively, with previous 

reports that tissue-specific gene expression levels are highly correlated 

between different mammalian species10-12,21,22. For ten species, analysis of 

the RNA-seq data was negatively affected by the relatively low quality of their 15	

reference genome assemblies (Figure 1, greyed italics; Figure S2). Although 

data from these species were excluded from additional analyses, we have 

publicly released them to allow re-analysis by the community as reference 

genome assemblies improve.  

 We asked whether conservation of gene expression levels is higher for 20	

groups of functionally-related genes, such as broadly-expressed 

housekeeping genes23 or genes with tissue-specific liver functions24. Because 

comparing the evolutionary stability of different subsets of genes is 

confounded by gene expression level (Supplemental Text 1 and Figure S2), 

we matched each gene of interest with a control gene of similar expression, 25	

using the mean expression across species as the reference expression value 

(Methods). Confirming previous reports, both housekeeping and core liver 

gene sets exhibited higher expression correlation across species than control 

genes (Wilcoxon signed-rank test: both p < 2.10-16; Figure 1B-C)10,25. In 

addition to gene expression correlation, we also used the coefficient of 30	

variation of each gene as a measure of divergence to classify genes as 

evolutionarily stable or variable  (i.e. inter-species standard deviation 
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normalised by mean expression across species; Methods, Figure S2). Both 

housekeeping genes and core liver genes were more likely to be classified as 

stable (Chi-squared test: p < 2.10-16 and p = 2.10-8, respectively; Figure S2). 

Our results indicate that the expression levels of genes relevant to tissue 

function are under increased stabilizing evolutionary pressure, as proposed 5	

previously in other tissues10,11 and developmental contexts26. Nevertheless, a 

substantial fraction of each set was classified as variable, suggesting that 

functionally relevant genes can exhibit large dynamic ranges of expression 

across species. Thus, the coefficient of variation captures a different aspect of 

gene expression evolution than the expression correlation used in previous 10	

studies.  

 

The number of promoters and enhancers correlates with gene 
expression stability across evolution 

We sought to connect how gene expression evolution may be directed 15	

by the evolution of promoters and enhancers in liver tissue across mammals. 

Specifically, we asked how gene expression levels and their evolutionary 

stability are affected by (i) the overall complexity of their regulatory landscape 

(this section), and (ii) the conservation of regulatory activity across species 

(next two sections). To characterize the regulatory landscape, we used the 20	

profiles of two histone modifications (H3K4me3 and H3K27ac) previously 

obtained using ChIP-seq in twenty mammalian species, largely from the same 

liver samples we report here7 (Table S1; Figure S3). Active promoters 

typically display high levels of both modifications27,28, whereas H3K27ac 

marking on its own is representative of active enhancers29,30 (Figure S3).  25	

We defined the complexity of the regulatory landscape as the number 

of promoters and enhancers assigned to each gene in each species. As in our 

previous work7, a regulatory association domain is defined for each gene as a 

genomic window up and downstream of the gene’s TSS, following the 

strategy used by GREAT31 (Figure 2A, Methods). In general, this approach 30	

associates a single regulatory element to no more than two genes. 

Nevertheless, some gene misassignments will occur for a fraction of 
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regulatory elements, especially among enhancers32-34. We use these target 

gene assignments to analyse the evolution of the regulatory elements 

associated to each of our 17,475 orthologous genes.  

We observed that the regulatory complexity is moderately correlated 

across species (Figure 2B), reflecting the known rapid evolution of 5	

mammalian regulatory elements7. To summarise the regulatory landscape at 

each gene, we took the median number of promoters and enhancers across 

species as a representative value in an average mammal (Figure 2C). Genes 

associated with larger numbers of transcriptional regulatory elements tend to 

be more highly expressed (Figure 2D and S4), agreeing with observations in a 10	

single species35-37. This was especially true for enhancers, suggesting that the 

majority of the active enhancers identified have a measurable effect on gene 

expression (Figure 2D). Conversely, promoters appear to have more of a 

switch-like effect, where at least one active promoter is necessary to turn the 

gene on, but additional promoters are not associated with substantially higher 15	

gene expression levels. The associations we observe were not due to biased 

ChIP-seq signal intensity or artefacts associated with highly expressed genes 

(Figure S4), or the method of defining regulatory association domains (Figure 

S5). 

We next asked whether the number of promoters or enhancers 20	

associated to a gene also influence the evolutionary conservation of gene 

expression levels. To do this, genes associated to multiple promoters or 

enhancers across species were compared to control genes matched for 

expression level but with only a simple regulatory landscape (Figure 2E, grey 

insets). Genes with regulatory inputs from multiple promoter or enhancer 25	

elements showed significantly increased expression conservation (Wilcoxon 

signed-rank test: promoters and enhancers both p < 2.10-16; Figure 2E). 

 Overall, these observations support a direct connection among the 

complexity of the regulatory landscape, gene expression, and gene 

expression conservation. In the remaining sections, we leverage our 30	

extensive phylogenetic scope to explore how regulatory conservation and 

regulatory complexity together influence gene expression evolution. 
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Conserved regulatory activity associates with high and evolutionarily 
stable gene expression 

Active promoters are largely functionally conserved across mammalian 

species, while enhancer activity evolves rapidly6,7,9,13,38. Conserved regulatory 5	

regions are thought to be particularly important for gene expression control39-

41, but definitive evidence for this beyond individual cases is generally 

lacking18,42,43. 

In previous work, we identified a set of 1872 promoters and 279 

enhancers that exhibit conserved activity in the livers of most placental 10	

mammals (“placental-conserved” regulatory elements, Figure 3A; Figure S3)7. 

Placental-conserved elements typically are a minority within a gene’s 

regulatory landscape, although these conserved regulatory elements may 

disproportionally contribute to the levels and/or stability of gene expression. 

We first asked whether placental-conserved regulatory elements 15	

contribute more to gene expression levels than other elements. Genes 

associated with conserved elements exhibited higher transcription levels than 

control genes associated with the same number of regulatory elements where 

none are placental-conserved (Figure 3B; Wilcoxon rank sum test: promoters 

p = 2.10-8; enhancers p = 0.001). This result was consistent whether the 20	

expression was measured using the mean expression across all species or in 

a representative species (e.g. human; Figure S6). Thus, highly expressed 

genes appear to be associated with regulatory regions more likely to be 

maintained during evolution. Indeed, housekeeping and core liver genes are 

significantly more likely to be associated with placental-conserved promoters 25	

(Figure S6). 

We next isolated the contribution of placental-conserved regulatory 

activity to gene expression stability. We compared sets of genes matched for 

expression levels and total number of associated regulatory regions, but 

differing by the presence or absence of placental-conserved elements. Genes 30	

associated with placental-conserved elements were more correlated in 

expression across species than those without (Figure 3C; Wilcoxon signed-
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rank test: promoters p < 2.10-16; enhancers p = 7.10-16). Analyzing expression 

stability based on the coefficient of variation further supports the enhanced 

importance of conserved regulatory elements (Figure S6).  

Taken together, these results demonstrate that deeply conserved 

elements contribute disproportionately to maintaining both high and stable 5	

gene expression levels across species. 

 

Recently-evolved regulatory activity has modest impact on gene 
expression levels 

We also previously identified a set of 794 promoters and 10,434 10	

enhancers that were reproducibly active in human liver, but not active in the 

liver of any other of our study species (Figure 4A; Figure S3 and Methods). By 

combining these with our newly obtained gene expression data, we were able 

to ask whether recently-evolved regulatory elements influence gene 

expression (Figure 4B), and if so how much (Figure 4C).  15	

The human genes putatively regulated by recently-evolved promoters 

are typically expressed well above background and show no difference in 

expression compared to control genes with more conserved promoters 

(Wilcoxon rank sum test: p = 0.64; Figure 4C). New promoters therefore seem 

as likely to be functional as those shared with at least one other species: 20	

indeed, 57% of genes targeted by a recently-evolved promoter in human 

apparently did not rely on any other promoter for expression in liver.  

Whether recently-evolved enhancers have a measurable effect on 

gene expression is appreciably more problematic to establish, largely 

because identifying enough control genes was challenging. Specifically, 42% 25	

of human genes with 1-to-1 orthologs across placentals are associated with 

recently-evolved enhancers, and these genes were more likely to be 

associated with enhancers shared across several species (mean: 3.3 vs. 0.8 

shared enhancers; Wilcoxon rank sum test: p < 2.10-16). We therefore limited 

our analyses to the subsets of human genes that could be matched for 30	

expression level and/or landscape complexity (Methods). 
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Overall, our results revealed that recently-evolved enhancers typically 

increase gene expression slightly less than do shared enhancers. First, the 

presence of recently-evolved enhancer(s) is associated with modestly higher 

expression, when compared to control genes with the same background of 

evolutionarily shared enhancers, (Wilcoxon rank sum test: p = 4.10-5; Figure 5	

4B). Second, compared to genes with the same total number of enhancers, 

genes with recently-evolved enhancer(s) exhibit slightly lower expression 

(Wilcoxon rank sum test: p = 2.10-6; Figure 4C). These results were also 

observed in other species (Figure S7).  

Together, these observations suggest that recently-evolved regulatory 10	

elements have a measurable effect on gene expression. Our results paint a 

picture of recently-evolved enhancers as weaker than those active in several 

different species, yet they are at least partly functional and pervasively 

modulate gene expression across species.  

 15	

Recently-evolved elements consistently contribute to increased 
expression stability 

 We asked if recently-evolved regulatory activity also has a weaker 

stabilising impact on gene expression than do shared regulatory elements. At 

the scale of a single species (human), we observed that genes with and 20	

without recently-evolved regulatory elements showed no difference in 

expression conservation when controlling for total number of regulatory 

elements and expression level (Wilcoxon signed-rank test: promoters 

p = 0.43, enhancers p = 0.24; Figure S8). Moreover, recently-evolved human 

enhancers were equally likely to be associated to genes with either 25	

evolutionarily stable or variable expression (Chi-squared test: p = 0.11); if 

anything, recently-evolved promoters weakly associated with stable genes 

(Chi-squared test: p = 0.03). Thus, recently-evolved regulatory activity in a 

single species has no obvious relationship with expression divergence 

between species. 30	

 Interestingly, recently-evolved promoters and enhancers from different 

species concentrated more often than expected in the vicinity of the same 
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genes (Figure 5A-C). This effect remained significant regardless of the size of 

the regulatory association domain (Figure S8). We delineated a set of genes 

that recurrently associate with recently-evolved elements across different 

mammals (Figure 5A; Methods). Surprisingly, these genes were significantly 

more correlated in expression than expected based on their expression levels 5	

(Wilcoxon signed-rank test: promoters and enhancers both p < 2.10-16; 

Figure 5D). However, these genes also exhibited particularly complex 

regulatory landscapes (1.3 active promoters and 8.6 active enhancers on 

average), which associate with stable gene expression. When controlling for 

both expression level and the total number of enhancers, genes with a 10	

recurrent accumulation of recently-evolved enhancers exhibited faster 

divergence in their expression levels than those without (Wilcoxon signed-

rank test: promoters and enhancers both p < 2.10-16; Figure 5E). In contrast, 

the accumulation of recently-evolved promoters associated with increased 

gene expression stability. 15	

These results suggest that recently-evolved elements contribute to 

gene expression stability across species by maintaining the complexity of the 

regulatory landscape. Nevertheless recently-evolved enhancers appear 

weaker at buffering expression changes than do elements conserved across 

several species.  20	

 

The composite liver regulatory landscape across mammals 

Previous sections have rigorously quantified the impact of the 

regulatory elements that are either conserved across species (Figure 3), or 

singular to one species in the dataset (Figures 4 and 5); however, these 25	

elements make up less than half of the regulatory regions identified in every 

species (Figure S3). Here, we exploit the full extent of our genome-wide 

datasets to characterize the continuous relationship between regulatory 

evolution and gene expression. 

 We built a reference-free map of the regulatory landscape across 30	

mammalian species (Methods; Figure 6A) by projecting all twenty regulatory 

landscapes onto a single summary landscape for each orthologous gene, to 
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create 17,475 meta-genes. These meta-genes collect all the independent 

regulatory elements associated to a gene, regardless of the number or subset 

of species in which each element is active (Figure 6A). Therefore each meta-

gene’s summary landscape explicitly integrates both regulatory complexity 

and regulatory conservation. The reference-free map treats each meta-5	

promoter and meta-enhancer as a single evolutionary acquisition and 

describes regulatory evolution with simple metrics (total number of 

accumulated elements across lineages and number of species where the 

activity is present; Methods). On average, meta-genes were associated with 

2.3 active meta-promoters and 11 active meta-enhancers (sd: 2.2 and 13.0, 10	

respectively).  

To investigate the overall impact of regulatory complexity on gene 

expression evolution, we stratified meta-genes by their number of associated 

meta-promoters (Figure 6B) and meta-enhancers (Figure 6C). We observed 

that expression level and expression stability increase steadily with regulatory 15	

complexity across the entire mammalian gene set. Interestingly, this trend 

was consistent for promoters as well as enhancers, whereas in an average 

mammal, promoters show a more switch-like behaviour (Figure 2). Therefore, 

integrating regulatory information across twenty species increases the 

resolution to detect the impact of multiple meta-promoters. 20	

We next asked how the entire spectrum of regulatory conservation 

impacts gene expression across the full set 17,475 orthologous genes. Meta-

promoters (Figure 6D) and meta-enhancers (Figure 6E) were classified by the 

number of species in which they are active, and we measured the expression 

and evolutionary stability of their associated meta-genes. Strikingly, the level 25	

and stability of gene expression continuously tracks with the conservation of 

the regulatory landscape. This result extends and complements our 

observations on highly-conserved and recently-evolved elements, and 

suggests that the gradual relationship between conservation of regulatory 

landscapes and stability of expression is a general feature of mammalian 30	

gene regulation. 

These data also illustrate the difficulty of predicting expression level or 

expression stability of specific genes, even when informed by enhancer and 
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promoter maps from twenty mammals. In fact, we observe substantial 

variability within, and overlap between, all of the meta-element classes (insets 

of Figure 6B-E). Nevertheless, our integrated analysis reveals how regulatory 

complexity and conservation interplay to shape expression level and 

expression stability across mammalian genomes. 5	
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DISCUSSION 

To date, comparative approaches to understanding gene regulation 

have largely focused on lineage-specific regulatory innovations, thus 

identifying candidate regions driving lineage-specific phenotypes4,8,13,15 

(reviewed in 14). At the same time, evolutionarily conserved regulatory 5	

elements are thought to play a predominant role in gene regulation40,44,45, 

while the functional impact and broader role of regulatory elements with low 

signals of conservation has been the subject of speculation46-48. To extend 

these analyses, we collected and analysed an integrated dataset of gene 

expression output and regulatory histone marks from the same liver samples 10	

across 20 mammalian species. This strategy allowed us to systematically test 

the contributions of both landscape complexity (i.e. number of regulatory 

elements) and the conservation of promoters and enhancers on gene 

expression evolution. Our methodology simultaneously evaluates regulatory 

activities that range from completely-conserved across mammals to present in 15	

only one species. 

Our key finding is that the transcription of a gene is evolutionarily 

stabilised by the presence of many regulatory elements regardless of the 

conservation of those elements. In other words, gene expression level and its 

evolutionary resilience reflect the complexity of the regulatory landscape, both 20	

within a single species and across mammals. However, regulatory regions are 

not functionally equal: those highly-conserved across placental mammals 

exert a more powerful stabilizing effect, associating with gene expression 

levels that are simultaneously high and evolutionarily stable. In contrast, 

recently-evolved enhancers contribute more weakly to gene expression and 25	

transcriptional stability, consistent with a model whereby a fraction of new-

born enhancer elements have a neutral role on gene expression evolution49,50. 

These effects are clear throughout our data, whether considering a full-scale, 

reference-free map of mammalian regulatory complexity, or investigating 

subsets of extremely conserved or divergent regulatory elements. Our 30	

discoveries extend previous reports connecting evolutionary constraint on 

promoter and enhancer activities with expression outputs4,16,17,51, and are 
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consistent with an enhanced functional importance of conserved regulatory 

elements39,41,52.  

 There are a number of limitations to our approach. First, the precise 

measurement of regulatory complexity, conservation, and gene expression 

are partly dependent on the reference genome assembly and annotation, both 5	

of which are known to be of variable completeness across our study species. 

Second, our strategy to connect regulatory elements to putative functional 

targets is based on genomic proximity, which may mis-assign distal 

enhancers; this could explain in part the fuzzy correlation between enhancer 

activity and gene expression. Experimentally linking regulatory activity to 10	

target genes would enable a more accurate evaluation of how individual 

enhancer elements contribute to transcriptional output53-55. Third, mapping 

regulatory activity in other tissues or additional signatures of regulatory 

activity, such as open chromatin56, other histone modifications57 or co-

activator proteins58, may identify other features that contribute to gene 15	

expression evolution. Fourth, we did not explore how the often-poorly 

annotated non-coding transcriptome evolves, where different regulatory 

principles may apply59,60. Regardless, as experimental technologies and 

genome references improve, the datasets we report here will become 

increasingly valuable.  20	

This study suggests a general framework of how transcriptional output 

and transcriptional regulation co-evolve. Active regulatory elements have long 

been known to additively contribute to gene expression control39,61. By 

investigating transcriptional control in twenty species and connecting this to 

gene expression, we demonstrate how the number of active promoters and 25	

enhancers relates to gene expression stability across mammals. Our 

evolutionary analysis supports recent reports indicating that synergistic 

interactions are rare among enhancer clusters2,62,63. Our observations are 

consistent with existing models of enhancer function64-67, and provide 

mechanistic insight into how conserved transcriptional outputs can be 30	

achieved by complex and rapidly evolving regulatory landscapes.  
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METHODS 
Ethics statement 
The investigation was approved by the Animal Welfare and Ethics Review Board and 
followed the Cambridge Institute guidelines for the use of animals in experimental 
studies under Home Office license PPL 70/7535. Human liver samples were obtained 5	
under Human Tissue Act license 08-H0308-117 from the Addenbrooke’s Hospital at 
the University of Cambridge with patients’ consent, and was approved by the 
National Research Ethics Service. 

Source and detail of tissues  
We quantified gene expression profiles in liver samples from 25 species by RNA 10	
extraction coupled to high throughput sequencing (RNA-seq), typically from 2-4 
individuals per species. In most cases, these are the same samples we previously 
used in ChIP-seq experiments to assess regulatory activity across twenty mammals7. 
The origin, number of replicates, sex and age for each species’ samples are detailed 
in Table S1.  15	
 
Total RNA-sequencing (RNA-seq) library preparation 
Total RNA was extracted from snap-frozen liver tissue with RNAeasy Mini Kit 
(Qiagen). 20 mg of tissue were weighed on dry-ice and immediately homogenized in 
600 microliters (ul) of RLT buffer containing 10 ul of beta-mercaptoethanol per 20	
mililiter of buffer. Tissue samples were homogenized in a Precellys 24 tissue 
homogenizer, using settings 5500-2x15-015 and Precellys tubes CK28-R (bertin 
technology). Liver homogenates were processed according to manufacturers’ 
instructions (Qiagen RNAeasy Mini Kit) and total RNA eluted in 50ul RNAse-free 
water. 10 ug total RNA from each sample were treated with 4 units of Turbo DNAse 25	
(Ambion), and total RNA samples were run on an Agilent Bioanalyser (RNA nano 
chip) to check RNA integrity. Samples were taken forward if RIN values were above 
7. Ribosomal RNA (rRNA) was depleted with Ribo-Zero rRNA removal kit (Epicentre 
RZC110424) as per instructions from the manufacturer, using 5 ug of DNAse-treated 
total RNA.  30	
Strand-specific rRNA-depleted RNA-seq libraries were prepared with a modified 
version of TruSeq RNA Library Preparation kit (Illumina). Fragmentation and first-
strand synthesis of rRNA-depleted RNA samples were according to the Illumina 
protocol. Second-strand cDNA synthesis was done with SuperScript double-stranded 
cDNA synthesis kit (Life Technologies) at 16C for two hours, using a 10mM dATP, 35	
dCTP, dGTP, dUTP nucleotide mix. cDNA was purified with QIAquick PCR 
purification kit (Qiagen) and end repair, A-tailing and adaptor ligation were performed 
with Illumina’s protocol. Second-strand degradation was achieved by treatment with 
one unit of Uracil N-Glycosylase (Life Technologies) at 35C for 15 minutes, prior to 
PCR enrichment. Libraries were amplified according to Illumina’s protocol for 13 PCR 40	
cycles, and cleaned-up with Agencourt AMPure beads (Beckman Coulter) with a 1:1 
DNA:beads ratio. RNA-seq libraries were quantified with Kapa Library quantification 
kit (Kapa biosystems) on a QuantStudio 6 Flex instrument (Applied Biosystems), 
pooled in equimolar amounts and sequenced to a minimum depth of twenty million 
uniquely mapped reads on an Illumina HiSeq 2500 instrument. Libraries were 45	
sequenced as either paired-end 100 bp or paired-end 150bp. 
 
RNA-seq alignment and gene expression quantification 
RNA-seq reads from de-multiplexed fastq files were trimmed to 100 bp and aligned to 
the corresponding reference genomes and full transcript sets available in Ensembl 50	
and Ensembl Pre! v.7320 using TopHat 2.0.1368 with default parameters and a mate 
pair inner distance (-r) of 75 bp. Aligned reads were subsampled to 20 million read 
pairs per sample. 
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Transcript quantification was performed using Cufflinks 2.2.169 (default parameters), 
based on the transcript annotations available in Ensembl v.7320. Estimated gene 
expression levels in FPKM (fragment per kb of exon per million mapped fragments) 
were obtained from the Cufflinks gene summary output. The gene expression levels 
were further transformed into TPM (transcripts per million transcripts).  5	
Genes annotated in human with 1-to-1 orthologs in one or more species were 
identified from the gene phylogenies available in Ensembl v.7320. In each species 
where a unique orthologue was identified, the mean expression level over all 
available replicates was used as the representative expression level for this gene. 
Orthologous expression levels were further normalized between species using the 10	
median of ratios to the geometric means, as described in 70.  
Assignment of active regulatory regions to putative target genes 
Regulatory elements were assigned to putative target genes following rules similar to 
those implemented in GREAT31. A regulatory association domain was defined for 
each gene as the genomic window up and downstream of the TSS, until the TSS of 15	
the next gene and within 1 Mb. Additionally, genes were exclusively assigned those 
regulatory elements directly at the TSS (up to 5 kb upstream and 1 kb downsteam). 
In general, this approach associates a single regulatory element to no more than two 
genes, with a few exceptions in case of overlapping genes and/or extremely close 
TSSs. For each gene, the TSS annotation used was that of the reference 20	
(“canonical”) transcript in Ensembl v.7320.  
This procedure was performed in each species independently. The median number 
of promoters or enhancers assigned to each orthologous gene across species was 
used as the representative value for this gene in an average mammal.  
 25	
Measures of gene expression divergence  
Evolutionary divergence of gene expression was measured by the Spearman 
correlation coefficients for orthologous expression levels between pairs of species. 
The relative divergence of two gene subsets was compared using the correlations 
within each subset across all pairs of species (Wilcoxon paired rank sum test). 30	
Species phylogenetic trees were built by hierarchical clustering based on the 
pairwise correlations of gene expression levels using complete linkage. The 
unweighted pair group method with arithmetic mean (UPGMA) gave similar results. 
When estimating the relative divergence of particular gene subsets, confounding 
effects due to differences in expression levels distributions were controlled for by 35	
matching genes one-to-one to control genes with similar expression. Control 
matching was performed in R with the MatchIt library71 using the caliper option to 
prune genes that could not be matched to an appropriate control (increments of 0.1 
to 0.001). Matching for the number of regulatory elements was performed similarly, 
either on its own or in combination with gene expression level.  40	
Expressed genes (mean expression across species > 1 TPM; 10,704 genes) were 
also classified into evolutionarily stable and variable genes based on their coefficient 
of variation (standard deviation across species normalized by mean expression; 
bottom 50%: stable; top 50%: variable). Because these two categories had different 
mean expression levels (18.8 vs. 27.5 TPM; Wilcoxon rank sum test: p < 2.10-16), we 45	
additionally matched stable and variable genes into pairs with similar mean 
expression across species as described above with MatchIt (4,264 genes in each 
group), and removed 2,176 unmatched genes from the subsets.  
 
Recently-evolved regulatory elements 50	
 
Recently-evolved regulatory elements were identified in each of the ten highest-
quality reference genomes in our dataset (human, macaque, marmoset, mouse, rat, 
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rabbit, cow, pig, dog and cat), all of which are included in the multiple whole genome 
alignment available from Ensembl. Regulatory elements were defined as recently-
evolved when they either could not be aligned to an orthologous sequence in any of 
the other genomes, or when their orthologous loci in other genomes showed no 
significant enrichment in regulatory histone marks, as described in 7. As previously 5	
reported, the vast majority of recently-evolved promoters corresponded to non-
alignable sequences. Most recently-evolved enhancers could be aligned to 
orthologous loci in other species, but these orthologous locations showed no 
evidence of regulatory activity7.  
Genes recurrently targeted by recently-evolved promoters were defined as genes 10	
associated with a recently-evolved promoter in five species or more out of the ten 
(i.e. median number of recently-evolved promoters across species ≥ 0.5; 1,075 
genes). Genes recurrently targeted by recently-evolved enhancers were defined as 
genes associated with three or more recently-evolved enhancers in more than five 
species (i.e. median number of recently-evolved enhancers across species ≥ 3; 530 15	
genes). Conversely, control genes rarely targeted by recently-evolved promoters 
were defined as genes associated with no recently-evolved promoter in five species 
or more; genes rarely targeted by recently-evolved enhancers had one or no 
recently-evolved enhancers in five species or more. 
 20	
All-vs-all inter-species analysis of promoter and enhancer activity 
Regulatory elements identified in each species were first mapped to their orthologous 
loci in each of the ten highest-quality reference genomes in our dataset (human, 
macaque, marmoset, mouse, rat, rabbit, cow, pig, dog and cat). These ten species 
are all cross-mappable against each other via a single multi-species alignment. 25	
Elements from the other species are mapped via pairwise alignments to one or more 
of these ten reference species, as described in 7.  In each of these ten coordinate 
systems, regulatory elements active in two or more species were considered to be 
orthologous and merged into a consensus element when their genomic coordinates 
overlapped by 50% or more, using the bedmap utility from BEDOPS v.2.4.20 (option 30	
--fraction-either 0.5)72. This procedure resulted in ten independent maps of regulatory 
activity; each integrating regulatory elements from the 10 or more species aligned to 
this reference. All ten independent maps were then merged into a master regulatory 
map containing meta-elements. This map thereby integrates all regulatory elements 
identified in all species as long as a given element had an orthologous locus in at 35	
least one of the ten reference species.  
Meta-elements in the master regulatory map were assigned to putative target meta-
genes based on the collection of predicted targets in each individual species. 
Specifically, a gene was considered a predicted target if it was identified as such in at 
least half of the species where the regulatory element is active. Similarly, meta-40	
elements were identified as meta-promoters or meta-enhancers based on their 
predominant histone marking across the orthologous elements integrated in the map. 
 
Data availability 
RNA-sequencing data has been deposited under Array Express accession number 45	
E-MTAB-4550, with the exception of three human and four mouse datasets 
(previously reported in E-MTAB-4052). ChIP-seq data from twenty mammalian 
species were previously reported in ArrayExpress accession number E-MTAB-2633. 
Python and R scripts used to process the data are available upon request. 
 50	
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Figure 1: Liver gene expression levels are highly conserved across 25 
mammalian species 

(A) Pairwise correlations of normalized expression levels for 17,475 one-to-one 5	
orthologous genes in livers isolated from 25 mammalian species show high 
conservation of gene expression. Shading of individual tiles in the heatmap 
depict pairwise correlation coefficients between species (Spearman’s Rho). 
Known phylogenetic relationships and species divergences are represented by 
an evolutionary tree (left of Y-axis), which includes twenty-three placental 10	
species (in four orders) and two marsupial species (in two orders). In bolded 
blue: species with higher-quality reference genomes; in grey: species with either 
draft or proxy reference genomes (Methods). 

(B-C) Housekeeping 23 and core liver genes 24 show slower expression divergence, 
compared to controls. Pairwise correlation values were plotted against 15	
evolutionary distance for housekeeping (gold, B; 3,612 genes) and core liver 
genes (brown, C; 2,224 genes), and compared to the correlation values of 
control genes with the same distribution of mean expression levels across 
species (grey). Lines correspond to linear regression trends (after log transform 
of the time axis), with 95% confidence intervals in grey shading. 20	

See also Supplementary Text 1, Figure S1 and Figure S2. 
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Figure 2: The number of promoters and enhancers corresponds with gene 
expression stability across evolution 

 (A) Genes are associated with all active regulatory elements sitting between their 5	
TSS and the TSS of the next gene on either side, within a limit of 1Mb. 
Regulatory elements sitting directly on the TSS of a gene (max. 5kb upstream 
and 1kb downstream) were exclusively associated to that gene (darker shading, 
exclusive TSS proximal). The cartoon example illustrates this procedure for three 
genes R, S, and T; the active regulatory elements in their vicinity (regulatory 10	
activity) and the resulting regulatory association domains ρ, σ and τ. 
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(B) The number of promoters and enhancers associated to a gene is correlated 
across species. Shading of individual tiles in the heatmap corresponds to 
pairwise tie-corrected Spearman correlation coefficients for numbers of 
promoters and enhancers associated to orthologous genes across 15 
mammalian species. 5	

(C) Examples of genes with simple (EIF1) and complex (APOB) regulatory 
landscapes in liver. Regulatory complexity was measured as the median number 
of promoters and enhancers associated to each gene across species. Genomic 
tracks are displayed for three representative species (human, mouse and dog): 
histone modification ChIP-seq fold enrichments are shown in blue (H3K4me3) 10	
and orange (H3K27ac), and RNA-seq reads in green. Numbers in blue and 
orange correspond to the maximum fold enrichment for each histone mark; 
numbers in green correspond to the gene expression values in TPM normalised 
across species.  

(D) Gene expression distributions (mean expression across species) are shown for 15	
genes associated with increasing numbers of active promoters (purple) or active 
enhancers (orange) in an average mammal. The number of active enhancers 
associated to a gene has an additive effect, whereas promoter activity shows a 
more switch-like effect on gene expression levels. Classes containing fewer than 
thirty genes are greyed on the x axis. 20	

(E) The number of promoters and enhancers associated per gene contributes to 
evolutionary stability of gene expression. Grey insets: Gene expression 
divergence across species is compared between (i) genes associated to multiple 
promoters or enhancers (top) and (ii) control genes with the same expression 
level but associated to few promoters or enhancers (one or none, bottom). Plots: 25	
Pairwise Spearman correlation coefficients of expression levels between species 
were plotted against evolutionary distance for genes associated with multiple 
promoters (left; 1,688 genes) or enhancers (right; 1,479 genes), and compared 
to control gene sets. In both cases the number of associated promoters or 
enhancers corresponds to the median number across species. Lines are as 30	
described in Figure 1B-C. 

See also Figure S3, Figure S4 and Figure S5.  
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Figure 3: Conserved regulatory activity is associated with both high and stable 
gene expression levels 
(A) Example of gene expression and regulatory landscapes around the PROX1 gene 5	

in livers from ten placental mammals. Each row shows PROX1 expression (left, 
green background) and activity of promoters and enhancers around the PROX1 
locus in one species (H3K4me3 (blue) and H3K27ac (orange) ChIP-seq signals, 
grey background; as described in Figure 2C). A placental-conserved promoter 
and two placental-conserved enhancers at this locus are highlighted. 10	

 (B) Genes associated with placental-conserved promoters and enhancers show high 
expression levels. Grey inset: The contribution of placental-conserved 
regulatory activity to gene expression was evaluated using control genes 
associated with the same number of active promoters or enhancers, none of 
which are placental-conserved. Boxplots show the distribution of mean 15	
expression levels across species for all 1-to-1 orthologs (all genes); for genes 
associated with placental-conserved elements (dark purple for promoters, 2,384 
genes; dark orange for enhancers, 387 genes); and for control genes (pale 
purple for promoters, pale orange for enhancers). ***: p < 0.001, **: p < 0.01, 
Wilcoxon rank sum test. 20	

(C) Genes associated to placental-conserved promoters and enhancers exhibit 
slow expression divergence across species. Grey inset: The contribution of 
placental-conserved regulatory activity to gene expression conservation was 
evaluated using control genes with similar expression levels and associated with 
the same number of active promoters or enhancers, none of which are placental-25	
conserved. Plots: Pairwise Spearman correlation coefficients of expression 
levels between species were plotted against evolutionary distance, for genes 
associated with placental-conserved promoter(s) (purple) or enhancer(s) 
(orange) and control gene sets. Lines are as described in Figure 1B-C. 

See also Figure S3 and Figure S6.  30	
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Figure 4: Recently-evolved enhancer activities weakly contribute to gene 
expression levels  
(A) The contribution of recently-evolved regulatory elements (active in a single study 5	

species, here human) to gene expression was analysed. Genes with recently-
evolved regulatory elements are typically also associated with shared regulatory 
elements (active in two or more species).  

(B) When compared to control genes with the same number of shared regulatory 
elements, human genes associated with additional recently-evolved promoter(s) 10	
or enhancer(s) exhibit significantly higher expression levels (***: p < 0.001, 
Wilcoxon rank sum test; promoters: 995 matched genes; enhancers: 5,173 
matched genes). 
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(C) When compared to control genes with the same total number of regulatory 
elements, human genes associated with recently-evolved enhancer(s) (orange) 
are expressed at lower levels (***: p < 0.001, Wilcoxon rank sum test; 3,054 
matched genes). Recently evolved promoters are as active as shared ones 
(purple; 995 matched genes). 5	

 See also Figure S3, and Figure S7 for similar results in other species.  
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Figure 5: Multiple recently-evolved regulatory elements contribute to gene 
expression stability 5	

(A) Example of recurrent association of a gene with recently-evolved enhancers in 
multiple species. Genomic tracks show the regulatory landscape around the 
liver-specific gene CEBPA in human, mouse and dog (H3K4me3 (blue) and 
H3K27ac (orange) ChIP-seq signals; as described in Figure 2C). Recently-
evolved enhancer activity in the three species is delineated with orange boxes 10	
and arrowheads. An orthologous enhancer with conserved activity across 
species is highlighted with orange shading.  

(B-C) Genes associated with recently-evolved regulatory activity significantly 
overlap across three reference species (B: promoters; C: enhancers; ***: 
p < 0.001, Chi-squared test). Numbers in Venn diagrams correspond to the 15	
number of genes with recently-evolved elements in all three species (center) and 
restricted to a single species. Overlaps between pairs of species are not shown. 
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(D) Genes recurrently associated with recently-evolved elements across species 
exhibit high conservation of expression. Pairwise Spearman correlation 
coefficients of expression levels between species were plotted against 
evolutionary distance for genes recurrently associated with recently-evolved 
promoters (purple; 1,208 matched genes) or enhancers (orange; 729 matched 5	
genes) across multiple species, and control genes with similar mean expression 
levels across species. Lines are as described in Figure 1B-C. 

(E) Compared to control genes with similar expression levels and regulatory 
complexity, genes associated with recurrent recently-acquired promoter activity 
in multiple species diverge more slowly in expression (purple; 1,207 matched 10	
genes). Recently-evolved enhancers however are weaker at stabilising gene 
expression evolution: genes recurrently associated with recently-evolved 
enhancers across species exhibit higher divergence than control genes with 
similar expression levels and number of enhancers (orange; 207 matched 
genes). Plots as above. 15	

See also Figure S8. 
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Figure 6: An integrated summary of the evolution of mammalian regulatory 
complexity 

(A) Representative example of the reference-free approach to connect promoter and 5	
enhancer activity with gene expression across species. Tracks in each of twenty 
species show an indicative landscape of active promoters and enhancers around the 
ONECUT1 gene, with orthologous regions linked across species by vertical lines. The 
reference-free mapping of these regulatory elements across species results in a meta-
gene regulatory landscape that includes a single meta-promoter and 28 meta-10	
enhancers (bottom barplot, x-axis). For each meta-element, evolutionary conservation 
is recorded as the number of species where promoter or enhancer activity is detected 
(y-axis).  

(B-C) The number of meta-promoters (B, purple) or meta-enhancers (C, orange) in the 
meta-gene landscape correlates with increased expression levels (x-axis) and 15	
expression stability (y-axis). Meta-genes were categorised according to the number of 
meta-promoters or meta-enhancers in their regulatory landscape. For each category, 
the median gene expression level is plotted against the median expression stability (1-
CV, where CV—coefficient of variation across species). Insets in each plot show the 
spread of the distributions (interquartile ranges). Classes containing fewer than 30 20	
meta-genes are not shown. 

 (D-E) The evolutionary conservation of meta-promoters (D, purple) and meta-enhancers 
(E, orange) correlates with increasingly high and stable gene expression. Individual 
meta-promoters or meta-enhancers were classified according to the number of species 
where their activity is detected, and the median expression levels and expression 25	
stability of their putative target meta-genes were plotted as above. Insets as above. 
Classes containing fewer than 30 meta-genes are not plotted. 
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